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Could switchbacks originate in the lower solar atmosphere?

II. Propagation of switchbacks in the solar corona
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ABSTRACT26

The magnetic switchbacks observed recently by the Parker Solar Probe have raised the question about27

their nature and origin. One of the competing theories of their origin is the interchange reconnection28

in the solar corona. In this scenario, switchbacks are generated at the reconnection site between open29

and closed magnetic fields, and are either advected by an upflow or propagate as waves into the solar30

wind.31

In this paper we test the wave hypothesis, numerically modelling the propagation of a switchback,32

modeled as an embedded Alfvén wave packet of constant magnetic field magnitude, through the gravi-33

tationally stratified solar corona with different degrees of background magnetic field expansion. While34

switchbacks propagating in a uniform medium with no gravity are relatively stable, as reported pre-35

viously, we find that gravitational stratification together with the expansion of the magnetic field36

act in multiple ways to deform the switchbacks. These include WKB effects, which depend on the37

degree of magnetic field expansion, and also finite-amplitude effects, such as the symmetry breaking38

between nonlinear advection and the Lorentz force. In a straight or radially expanding magnetic field39

the propagating switchbacks unfold into waves that cause minimal magnetic field deflections, while40

a super-radially expanding magnetic field aids in maintaining strong deflections. Other important41

effects are the mass uplift the propagating switchbacks induce and the reconnection and drainage of42
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plasmoids contained within the switchbacks. In the Appendix, we examine a series of setups with43

different switchback configurations and parameters, which broaden the scope of our study.44

Keywords: solar magnetic fields, MHD simulations, switchbacks, Parker Solar Probe45

1. INTRODUCTION46

Among the recent breakthrough findings of the Parker Solar Probe (PSP), the abundance of strong localized folds or47

kinks in the magnetic field, i.e. the so-called switchbacks or spikes, is in the spotlight (Kasper et al. 2019; Horbury et al.48

2020). Switchbacks come in a wide range of deflection angles, from a few degrees to a full reversal. The distribution49

of detected deflection angles resembles a power-law without specific populations present (Dudok de Wit et al. 2020).50

There is preliminary evidence that switchbacks become more common with increasing distance from the Sun (Macneil51

et al. 2021). Nevertheless, the formation mechanism(s) of switchbacks, and whether they originate in the lower solar52

atmosphere or locally in the solar wind are intensively debated. Currently, the most popular lower solar atmospheric53

formation mechanism is interchange reconnection in the solar corona (Yamauchi et al. 2004; Fisk 2005; Fisk & Kasper54

2020), in which switchbacks form at the reconnection sites between the open and closed magnetic fluxes. Some studies55

suggest that reconnection results in magnetic flux ropes ejected by the outflow that is generated (Drake et al. 2020),56

while others suggest that reconnection generates propagating wave packages of either Alfvénic (He et al. 2020) or fast57

magnetosonic (Zank et al. 2020) nature. On the other hand, proponents of the in-situ solar wind origin of switchbacks58

argue that the ensuing turbulent dynamics can readily generate these structures (Squire et al. 2020; Shoda et al.59

2021). A recent phenomenological model claims that switchbacks simply evolve as a result of velocity shear in the60

solar wind (Schwadron & McComas 2021). Therefore, the question about the origin and nature of switchbacks is still61

not concluded. Here the term ‘Alfvénic’ refers to the highly correlated magnetic field and velocity perturbations (see62

Eq. 4), a property of Alfvén waves often measured in the solar wind, and to the unperturbed total magnetic field63

magnitude (e.g., Yang et al. 2020). In Magyar et al. (2021) (in the following Paper I), we have examined whether64

flows in and around the footpoints of intense magnetic flux elements in the photosphere, e.g. associated with magnetic65

bright points, can generate switchbacks. This Paper I study was motivated by the conclusion of Dudok de Wit et al.66

(2020) that switchbacks most likely originate deep in the corona, and additionally, to test an alternative, photospheric67

scenario for their origin. While we demonstrate in Paper I that flows, both upflows and shear flows, readily generate68

highly deflected magnetic fields and even full reversals in the chromosphere, these strongly folded structures appear69

to be confined to the lower solar atmosphere and are unable to enter the corona.70

Following our previous paper, we now continue the investigation of whether switchbacks could originate in the lower71

solar atmosphere, specifically whether Alfvénic wave packages originating in the lower solar corona are able to propagate72

out to distances that were measured by PSP. Previous studies employing numerical simulations have demonstrated73

the generation of propagating Alfvénic spikes (He et al. 2020), or flux ropes ejected upwards (Drake et al. 2020)74

through interchange reconnection, resembling switchbacks. However, the subsequent evolution and propagation of the75

generated switchbacks was not followed, therefore it remains unclear whether these features are stable for long enough76

to propagate out into the solar wind. Wyper et al. (2018) points out that the highly twisted flux ropes resulting from77

interchange reconnection are quickly relaxed towards a potential un-kinked field. In order to investigate the stability of78

propagating Alfvénic switchbacks, Tenerani et al. (2020) ran a simulation of an embedded switchback propagating along79

a straight magnetic field, in a periodic domain without gravity. Their conclusion was that switchbacks originating in80

the corona could be stable for long enough to travel out to PSP-scanned distances, provided that the background solar81

wind does not possess itself significant inhomogeneities. This finding was a big leap forward for establishing switchback82

stability compared to the previous study of e.g. Landi et al. (2006), on which the work of Tenerani et al. (2020) is83

based. The difference between the two studies is that Landi et al. (2006) employed a non-constant magnetic field84

switchback, that is, one with total pressure imbalance, which lead to the rapid untangling of the switchback. It has to85

be specified that strong folds in the magnetic field that present magnetic pressure gradients are necessarily unstable, as86

gas pressure cannot provide a constant total pressure configuration in the low plasma-beta corona. Therefore, constant87

magnetic field magnitude swithcbacks are possibly the only structures that might remain stable for any duration of88

time in the corona.89

In this paper, we further develop the models of Landi et al. (2006) and Tenerani et al. (2020), by embedding an90

Alfvénic switchback in the gravitationally stratified lower corona with varying degrees of magnetic field expansion and91

follow its evolution as it propagates upwards. Additionally, in the Appendix we present a series of simulations that92
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strengthen our conclusions by exploring a range of representative setups. In general, we find that stratification and93

expansion have a strong impact on the stability of the propagating switchback, with strong deformations observed.94

The paper is organized as follows. In the following Section 2 we describe the numerical model. In Section 3, we present95

the results for the main simulation setup, along with some discussion of the results. In Section 4, we conclude the96

results and comment on possible future work and caveats of the present study. Finally, in the Appendix, we present97

the results of various related additional simulations, e.g., runs without gravity, with different switchback shapes, and98

switchback embedded in the chromosphere.99

2. NUMERICAL MODEL100

We run 2.5D (two spatial coordinates and three-dimensional fields) MHD numerical simulations with Cartesian

geometry using MPI-AMRVAC (Porth et al. 2014; Xia et al. 2018). A finite-volume three-step hll solver is employed,

with woodward slope limiter. The solenoidality of the magnetic field is maintained by using a constrained transport

method. The initial condition consists of a gravitationally-stratified corona in equilibrium, with the y-axis directed

vertically, in the direction opposite to the gravity. There are no background flows. The equilibrium density is uniform

in the horizontal direction. Therefore, the density and pressure are given by:

ρ(y) = ρ0 exp
(
− g

RspT

(
R2

�
R�+y −R�

))
,

p(y) = ρ(y)RspT,
(1)

where ρ0 = 10−11 kg/m3 is the density at y = 0, which is 5 Mm higher than the base of the simulation domain, R� is

the radius of the Sun, T = 1 MK is the uniform temperature in the corona, Rsp = kB/m is the specific gas constant,

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and m = 0.62 mp is the mean mass per particle for coronal abundances, with mp

the proton mass. The background magnetic field is given by

B0x(x, y) = B0 sin
(

x
lB

)
exp

(
− y

lB

)
,

B0y(x, y) = B0 cos
(

x
lB

)
exp

(
− y

lB

)
,

B0z =
√
B2

t −B2
0 ,

(2)

where B0 = 10 G, Bt = 28 G, and lB is the magnetic scale height, that is, the parameter controlling the expansion

of the magnetic field. By varying the value of lB , we study the effect of expansion. The magnetic field expansion is

varied to account for multiple expansion regimes of the magnetic field: no expansion, radial expansion (1/r2), critical

expansion, and super-radial expansion. Despite the varying degrees of expansion, a common property across the

setups is an increasing Alfvén speed with radial distance. Such background coronal solutions are commonly employed

in models with expanding magnetic fields, including super-radial expansion (e.g., Chandran & Hollweg 2009; Chandran

& Perez 2019), the Alfvén speed attaining a maximal value around 1.5−2 R�. See Fig. 1 for the Alfvén characteristics

of the different expansion profiles. The difference between the super-radial expansion in our setup and the profile in

Chandran & Hollweg (2009) originates in the background flow accounted for in the latter, which we neglect. Including

an equilibrium with background flow would require an external heating function. An Alfvénic switchback is embedded

in the lower part of the simulation domain, centered around (x, y) = (0, 0), of the form given in Tenerani et al. (2020).

The components of the magnetic field perturbation are given by

Bx(x, y) = A

 2(y−y2) exp

(
− (x−x2)2

l2x
− (y−y2)2

l2y

)
l2y

−
2(y−y1) exp

(
− (x−x1)2

l2x
− (y−y1)2

l2y

)
l2y

 ,

By(x, y) = −A

 2(x−x2) exp

(
− (x−x2)2

l2x
− (y−y2)2

l2y

)
l2x

−
2(x−x1) exp

(
− (x−x1)2

l2x
− (y−y1)2

l2y

)
l2x

 ,

Bz(x, y) = B0z −
√
B2

t −Bx(x, y)2 −By(x, y)2.

(3)

Here, A is a coefficient that determines the amplitude of the perturbation. The embedded switchback is of constant

magnetic pressure. The position, size and shape of the switchback are determined by setting x1 = 0.5, x2 = −0.5, y1 =

−0.5, y2 = 0.5, lx = 0.5, ly = 0.75 (Mm). See Fig. 2 for depictions of the initial magnetic field perturbation for

A = 10 G ·Mm. Note that for this amplitude, the switchback solution is presenting regions of closed magnetic field,
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Figure 1. Left : Alfvén speed as a function of radial distance. Right : Normalized relative magnetic field perturbation amplitude,
according to WKB theory (e.g., Moran 2001), as a function of radial distance. Values are shown for the four different expansions
considered, ”0” (lB = ∞), ”Radial” (lB = 400 Mm), ”Critical” (lB = 200 Mm), and ”Super-radial” (lB = 150 Mm) compared
to the profile in Chandran & Hollweg (2009).

Figure 2. Left : Snapshot of the initial configuration of the magnetic field with no expansion, centered on the embedded
switchback. Field lines of the in-plane (x − y-plane) magnetic field are shown, with the gray-scale bar representing the total
magnetic field magnitude. The color plot shows the out-of-plane component of the magnetic field. Any deviation from symmetry
is a visualization artifact. Right : Snapshot of the whole domain for the super-radially expanding setup (lB = 150 Mm). The
color plot shows the background density logarithmically, in units of 2.34 ·10−12 kg m−3. Field lines of the in-plane (x−y-plane)
magnetic field are shown, with the gray-scale bar representing the in-plane magnetic field magnitude. Magnetic field is in units
of Gauss.

which we refer to as plasmoids. The initial velocity perturbation of the embedded switchback is obeying upward-

propagating Alfvénic correlation, i.e. it renders the switchback an upward-propagating Alfvénic wave-packet:

δv = −δB (µρ(y))
−1/2

, (4)

where δB is the magnetic field perturbation vector with components given above in Eq. 3. Alfvén wave-packets101

of magnetic field with a constant magnitude are referred to as spherically-polarized (e.g., Vasquez & Hollweg 1998;102

Roberts 2012). Plasma beta, the ratio of gas to magnetic pressure, is decreasing vertically from a bottom value of103

β ≈ 0.06. The extents of the numerical domain are 400 Mm and 10 + 3 · 103/lB Mm in the vertical and horizontal104

directions, respectively. Extending the domain horizontally for expanding magnetic fields is required as otherwise the105

switchback would expand beyond the horizontal extent of the box. The base numerical grid consists of 1024× 64 cells106

for no expansion (lB =∞). For simulations with non-zero expansion the domain is extended in the horizontal direction107

while preserving the base resolution. We use seven additional levels of refinement, bringing the effective resolution108

to 65536 × 8192 cells (for lB = ∞). The refinement criterion is a deviation of more than 5% of the magnetic field109
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components from their background values, limiting the maximal refinement to the extent of the switchback. At the top110

and bottom boundaries, the gravitational stratification of density and pressure are extrapolated from the values in the111

boundary cell. Otherwise, at all boundaries and for all variables, zero-divergence ‘open’ conditions are set, allowing112

perturbations to freely leave the domain, if any.113

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION114

The simulations are run until the propagating switchback reaches the upper vertical boundary at 400 Mm from the115

base, which renders the total simulation time dependent on the expansion of the magnetic field through its impact116

on the integrated Alfvén crossing time in the vertical direction. The main results are presented for a switchback of117

amplitude A = 10 G ·Mm, for different degrees of magnetic field expansion. In the Appendix, we briefly present results118

with switchbacks of small enough amplitude to not display plasmoids, among other setups. Compared to the relatively119

stable propagation of switchbacks in a homogeneous medium, as in Tenerani et al. (2020), gravitational stratification120

and magnetic field expansion have a strong impact on the evolution of the switchbacks. One can distinguish between so-121

called WKB effects, which affect large-amplitude Alfvén waves essentially in the same way as they do small-amplitude122

linearized Alfvén waves (Barnes & Hollweg 1974; Hollweg 1974), and effects that are only present due to the finite123

amplitude of the switchback. The relevant WKB effects that impact the evolution of the propagating switchback are124

presented first. As shown previously, across all setups with different degrees of expansion, the background Alfvén125

speed is increasing with height. Therefore, the leading part of the switchback is propagating slightly faster than the126

trailing part, resulting in the vertical stretching of the switchback. At the same time, as a consequence of wave energy127

flux conservation, the magnetic field perturbation is expected to decrease as B ∼ ρ1/4, per WKB approximation128

(e.g., Nakariakov et al. 2000; Moran 2001). However, the important quantity here is the magnetic field perturbation129

amplitude relative to the background magnetic field, which varies considerably between the setups with different130

expansion rates. As one can see in Fig. 1, for expansion factors less than a critical expansion rate, including radial131

expansion, the switchback is expected to become less kinked, while for super-radial expansions greater than the critical132

expansion the switchback is expected to grow in amplitude. In this sense, the setup with critical expansion allows us to133

study the evolution of the switchback without the WKB effect due to wave energy flux conservation distorting its shape.134

First, we investigate the setups with no or radial expansion of the magnetic field. The evolution of the switchback135

propagating in a non-expanding magnetic field is depicted in Fig. 3. The switchback is untangled as it propagates, and136

Figure 3. A sequence of snapshots, showing the evolution of the switchback as it propagates, from left to right, is shown. The
magnetic field is non-expanding (lB = ∞). The color plots display density, in units of 2.34 · 10−12 kg m−3. Over-plotted are
magnetic field lines (a zoom in for a clearer visualization). The leftmost plot depicts the initial condition, and following plots
are at equal steps of ≈ 86 s.

137

138

results in perturbations with minimal deflections of the magnetic field. The evolution of the propagating switchback139

in the radially expanding magnetic field is similar, except that the dynamics observed at around y = 100 Mm in140

Fig. 3 for the non-expanding setup are only observed around y = 150 Mm with radial expansion. Thus, expansion of141

the magnetic field delays the untangling of propagating switchbacks, allowing them to retain their shape over longer142

distances. However, radial expansion is insufficient in preventing their ultimate untangling. The added stability143
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observed in the radially expanding setup is likely attributable to a shallower decrease in the relative perturbation144

amplitude with radial distance compared to the setup with no expansion, the WKB effect described above (see Fig. 1).145

By considering the setup with a critical expansion, we can explore the additional, finite-amplitude effects that

contribute to the distortion of the propoagating switchback. The evolution of the switchback propagating through

a stratified corona with critical expansion of the magnetic field is presented in Fig. 4. It appears that, despite the

Figure 4. A sequence of snapshots, showing the evolution of the switchback as it propagates, from left to right, is shown.
The magnetic field is critically-expanding (lB = 20 Mm). The color plots display density, in units of 2.34 · 10−12 kg m−3.
Over-plotted are magnetic field lines (a zoom in for a clearer visualization). The leftmost plot depicts the evolution at t ≈ 257 s,
and following plots are at equal steps of ≈ 257 s.

lack of WKB-like amplitude changes during propagation in the critically expanding setup, the switchback undergoes

deformations, and tends to evolve towards weaker magnetic field deflections. It is clear that magnetic field expansions

for which the relative perturbation amplitude of the switchback does not decrease with height contribute to its stability.

Nevertheless, the switchback undergoes deformations significantly faster than in a homogeneous plasma (Tenerani et al.

2020), due to the finite amplitude effects mentioned earlier. One of these effects is present due to density stratification

causing symmetry breaking. To understand this effect, let us investigate the force balance within the switchback

solution. The momentum equations reads:

ρ
∂v

∂t
+ ρ (v · ∇)v = −∇p+

1

µ
(∇×B)×B− ρg. (5)

Let us consider a frame of reference in which the switchback propagating at the Alfvén speed is at rest, or in other

words, consider a constant background flow1 v0y = −VA = −B0y/ (µρ)
1/2

in the vertical direction. After adding

such a background flow, now the total (background and perturbations) velocity and magnetic field obey an Alfvénic

1 Strictly speaking, in setups with a varying Alfvén speed such an inertial frame of reference does not exist globally, however one could still
consider a time-varying background flow in which the switchback would be at rest locally. For now, let us continue with this demonstrative
analysis by considering a very slowly varying density for which the constant flow is a good approximation.
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correlation as in Eq. 4, and not just the perturbations. Then we can replace the expression for the advective derivative

in Eq. 5 using Eq. 4 for the total velocity field, and we also expand the Lorentz force:

ρ
∂v

∂t
+ ρ

(
B
√
µρ
· ∇
)

B
√
µρ

= −∇p+
1

µ
(B · ∇)B−∇B

2

2µ
− ρg. (6)

If the density is constant, that is, if there is no gravitational stratification (implying also that the first and last146

terms in the right-hand-side of Eq. 6 vanish), the first term of the Lorentz force cancels exactly with the advective147

derivative. If the Alfvénic wave-package is of constant total magnetic field, i.e. circularly or spherically-polarized,148

as in the present case, the second term of the Lorentz force also vanishes, and we obtain a stationary flow. This149

demonstrates that spherically-polarized switchbacks in a uniform medium are a nonlinear wave solution, and explains150

their relatively stable propagation out to large distances, as in Tenerani et al. (2020). Switchbacks propagating in151

a uniform medium are still susceptible to parametric decay, an instability arising due to random fluctuations of the152

uniform background (Galeev & Oraevskii 1963; Goldstein 1978), which is ultimately responsible for their unfolding.153

However, when large-scale density variations are present, as in our case of a gravitaitonally stratified corona, the terms154

mentioned previously do not cancel exactly. This is easy to see from the advective derivative in Eq. 6, as density cannot155

be simplified anymore. The resulting inexact cancellation of forces leads to additional deformation of the switchbacks,156

as these cease to be exact nonlinear solutions.157

Finally, let us consider the setup displaying super-radial expansion of the magnetic field, for which the evolution is158

shown in Fig. 5. It can be observed that while the switchback still undergoes morphological changes, the amount of159

Figure 5. A sequence of snapshots, showing the evolution of the switchback as it propagates, from left to right, is shown.
The magnetic field is expanding super-radially (lB = 15 Mm). The color plots display density, in units of 2.34 · 10−12 kg m−3.
Over-plotted are magnetic field lines (a zoom in for a clearer visualization). The leftmost plot depicts the evolution at t ≈ 344 s,
and following plots are at equal steps of ≈ 344 s.

160

161

magnetic field deflection is still significant by the time the switchback propagates out to 400 Mm, i.e. the top radial162

boundary. While the changes in shape can be attributed to the symmetry-breaking described above, the maintaining of163
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strong deflection comes from the fact that in a super-radially expanding field the relative amplitude of the switchback164

perturbation grows with radius, as shown in Fig. 1.165

Besides the effects and forces acting towards unfolding the switchback, there are other important effects present.166

In all the previous setups (Fig. 3, 4, and 5) we notice that as the switchback propagates upwards, it lifts mass,167

mostly through the plasmoids which are defined by closed magnetic field lines. The higher density plasma within168

the closed-field line plasmoids is advected upwards as the plasma is frozen-in. However, as shown in the Appendix,169

this effect is also there for switchback solutions without plasmoids. For a switchback propagating away from the Sun170

in the gravitationally stratified solar atmosphere, this leads to the build-up of gravitational potential energy (GPE171

for short). In the case of e.g., a stone thrown against gravity, a ballistic trajectory results from the stone losing172

vertical kinetic energy (i.e., slowing down) to GPE. In the case of a wave package, though, such as the present Alfvénic173

switchback, the gain in GPE cannot come from its gradual deceleration, as it is constrained to propagate at the174

propagation speed of the medium, in this case the Alfvén speed. The excess GPE therefore must come from the175

magnetic and velocity perturbations of the switchback as the total energy is conserved, that is, resulting in a form of176

gravitational damping. Although this gravitational damping is not relevant for the coronal setups presented here, as177

the rise in the GPE is approx. two orders of magnitude smaller than the switchback energy, this is very relevant under178

chromospheric conditions, as briefly presented in the Appendix. The mass flow along the propagation direction of the179

switchback is due to the vertical component of the velocity perturbation, and not due to magnetic pressure gradients,180

as in the case of ponderomotive forces (Hollweg 1971; Chen & Hasegawa 1974), the magnetic field magnitude being181

constant. Nevertheless, the discussion above on gravitational damping should apply also for non-circularly polarized182

waves which lift mass ponderomotively (e.g., Oxley et al. 2020). While ponderomotive forces are present irrespective183

of gravitational stratification, in the case of the propagating Alfvénic switchback there are essentially no density184

perturbations without gravity. The density perturbation, and thus also the mass uplift, is the result of advection by185

the velocity perturbation of the switchback in the gravitationally stratified plasma. As the velocity perturbation of186

the Alfvénic switchback is solenoidal, the advection takes place in an essentially incompressible manner, explaining187

the lack of density perturbations in the constant density case. Linear Alfvén waves do not present perturbations along188

the propagation direciton, showing the finite-amplitude nature of the effect.189

In order to quantify the evolution and deformation of the propagating switchback over time, and compare the setups

with different degrees of expansion, in Fig. 6 we show two key statistics on the deflection angle of magnetic field lines

passing through and in the vicinity of the switchback, namely the average deflection and the variance of the deflection.

The field lines are calculated through VisIt’s (Childs et al. 2012) built-in IntegralCurve operator, along which the

deflection angles are extracted at discrete intervals. The deflection angle is calculated in the following way:

α = arctan(|Bx|/By) +
π

2
(1−By/|By|), (7)

The average deflection is calculated along each magnetic field line, and then averaged between different field lines:

〈α〉 =
1

N

N∑
i

αi, αi =
1

Mi

Mi∑
j

αi,j , (8)

where i, j are the indices of field lines and of the different deflection angle values extracted along the i-th field line,

respectively. N = 40 is the number of different field lines, integrated from the bottom vertical boundary from equally

distanced seeds from x = −0.5 to 0.5 Mm, and Mi is the number of extraction points along each field line, determined

by the IntegralCurve routine. Extraction points with deflections below 5 degrees are discarded, therefore the different

expansions and length of individual field lines do not affect the analysis. The variance of the average deflection of the

field lines is calculated in the following way:

σ2 =
1

N

N∑
i

(αi − 〈α〉)2 (9)

The variance indicates the similarity of the deflection between different field lines, and its evolution reflects the190

deformation of the switchback over time. A variance of zero implies that all magnetic field lines have the same shape.191

As the individual magnetic field lines originate from outside the switchbacks, these do not include the closed-field-192

line plasmoids, therefore these do not contribute to this analysis. Investigating Fig. 6, we note that the evolution193194
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Figure 6. Left: Evolution of the mass enclosed in the plasmoids of the propagating switchback. Center and Right: The
evolution of average deflection angle and variance of the deflection angle, respectively. The data points are at equal time steps
which varies between different setups, and the distance at which they are plotted corresponds to the average distance the
switchback propagated to. All values are normalized to unity initially.

of both the mean and variance are not linear, e.g. in the super-expanding setup the switchback appears to undergo195

little evolution after a height of ≈ 200 Mm. There are other effects impacting the evolution of the switchbacks worth196

mentioning here. At the edge of the plasmoids, parts of the embedded switchback solution, reconnection is continuously197

operating. The dense plasma appears to drain continuously, as the closed magnetic field lines inside the plasmoids are198

reconnected to the ambient open magnetic field, leaving a trail of denser plasma. An example of this is shown in Fig. 7.199

Eventually, the plasmoids drain out completely, as even smaller plasmoids are formed in their reconnection process200

Figure 7. Snapshot showing the density around the propagating switchback at t ≈ 86 s for the non-expanding setup. Density
is in units of 2.34 · 10−12 kg m−3.

201

202

(visible around y ≈ 109 Mm in Fig. 3). In the simulations, the reconnection occurs because of numerical resistivity203

which depends directly on the numerical resolution. We have conducted a series of refinement studies on the draining204

rate, i.e., reconnection rate of the plasmoids, and found that the draining rate is saturated after 4 levels of refinement.205

The reconnection rate is expected to saturate for Lundquist numbers on the order 104 (Loureiro et al. 2012), which206

is the estimated value in our simulations for 4 levels of refinement. Interestingly, the reconnection rate appears to207

depend on the expansion rate of the magnetic field, the plasmoids surviving further out with increased expansion, as208

depicted in Fig. 6. The heights by which the plasmoids drain completely are ≈ 140, 170, 210, 250 Mm, respectively,209

ordered by increasing expansion. The mass is calculated by multiplying the density inside the plasmoids with their210

area. The plasmoids are defined by the closed magnetic fields they contain. Note that the evolution of the mass in211

Fig. 6 is shown a function of time, which is a more accurate way of comparing the different expansion setups, as the212

Alfvén speed varies considerably between these. The draining rate is not constant, and it seems to exhibit breaking213

points, e.g. around 300 s, where the draining rate accelerates/decelerates for weak/strong expansions, respectively.214

Furthermore, in simulations without gravity with a similar embedded switchback, although reconnection takes place, it215

is proceeding at a considerably slower rate than in the simulation with gravity. It is not clear whether this acceleration216

in reconnection rate is caused by the growing density ratio between the plasmoids and the ambient plasma, or some217

other effect, but it warrants further investigation.218
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An additional question regarding the evolution of the switchbacks that should be discussed here is whether the219

presented results depend on the size of the considered switchback. In this section we have assumed that the WKB220

approximation is valid for the simulated switchback. This is confirmed by its measured high Alfvénicity in the221

simulation. The WKB approximation holds until the switchback is much smaller than the relevant scale height, in222

this case the gravitational scale height of ≈ 50Mm. This is expected to be true for supposed switchbacks originating223

in the solar corona, as otherwise these would be large enough to be routinely observed. However, once the WKB224

approximation holds, the WKB effects are scale independent, meaning that switchbacks of different sizes are expected225

to be affected proportionally to the same extent. This is also the case for the finite-amplitude effects, which can226

be seen in Eq. 6: by expanding the advective derivative, the rate of change of the perturbed velocity field can be227

shown to depend only on the local density gradient. This was verified by carrying out numerical simulations with a228

5 times smaller switchback, for the non-expanding and the critically expanding cases, for which a similar evolution229

was observed. Thus, the presented results hold for all switchbacks smaller than the gravitational scale height in the230

corona.231

4. CONCLUSIONS232

We have conducted a series of simulations of analytical switchback solutions embedded in a 2.5D gravitationally233

stratified corona and a background magnetic field with varying degrees of expansion. The switchback represents a234

spherically-polarized Alfvénic wave package of constant magnetic field magnitude propagating upwards (i.e., away235

from the Sun). The evolution of the switchback is followed as it propagates up to 400 Mm. We find that, contrary to236

a relatively stable propagation in setups without gravity, the switchbacks suffer deformations on faster timescales in237

the gravitationally stratified corona. With increasing magnetic field expansion rate, the switchback retains stronger238

deflection. In the case of no magnetic field expansion or radial expansion, the switchbacks unfold into Alfvén waves239

presenting minimal magnetic field deflections by the time they propagate out to the upper radial boundary. The240

deformation of the switchbacks is determined by multiple, both WKB and finite-amplitude effects, present as a result241

of gravitational stratification. The WKB approximation holds to a good approximation as the simulated switchback242

is much smaller than the gravitational scale height. Among the WKB effects, we note wave package stretching along243

the propagation direction, as across all setups the Alfvén speed is increasing with height. Another WKB effect, that of244

wave energy flux conservation, renders the relative perturbation amplitude of the switchbacks height-dependent, either245

increasing or decreasing for expansion rates lower or higher than a critical expansion, respectively. In the setup with246

a critical expansion rate, unaffected by this effect, the switchbacks still evolve into waves showing smaller magnetic247

field deflections, albeit the remnant deflections are significant compared to the ones in the, e.g. radial expansion setup.248

Besides the WKB effects, symmetry breaking induced by the gravitational stratification between nonlinear advection249

and the Lorentz force, which otherwise cancel out exactly in a homogeneous plasma, contributes to the deformation of250

the initial switchback configuration. When considering super-radial expansion, a property of magnetic fields observed251

in coronal holes (Kopp & Holzer 1976), the growing relative perturbation amplitude in this setup appears to counteract252

the unfolding of the switchback through symmetry-breaking, and while pronounced deformations do occur, maximal253

magnetic field deflections are approximately maintained during propagation. Mass flow in the propagation direction254

of the switchbacks, across all setups, leads to gravitational potential energy build-up in the stratified atmosphere, as255

heavier plasma is lifted against gravity. The density perturbation is an Eulerian effect resulting from the conservation256

of mass in the advected plasma of varying density. This flow is not associated with ponderomotive forces, as there257

are no magnetic pressure gradients, but is part of the switchback solution. As the switchback is a wave-package258

constrained to propagate at the propagation speed of the medium, the gain in gravitational potential energy cannot259

come from its deceleration, and leads to a form of gravitational damping. While this damping is not significant in260

coronal setting, it is important under chromospheric conditions. The plasmoids, which are part of the analytical261

switchback solution, are continuously reconnecting with the surrounding open magnetic field, leading to the drainage262

of the heavier plasma within, which forms an extended thin wake behind the switchback. Refinement studies have263

shown that the reconnection rate does not depend on the numerical resistivity for Lundquist numbers above ≈ 104,264

confirming previous studies. However, reconnection appears to proceed faster for weaker magnetic field expansion and265

at a much faster rate than in a homogeneous plasma without gravity, for reasons which are as of yet not clear to us.266

In summary, switchbacks of constant magnetic field magnitude, propagating in a gravitationally stratified plasma267

with an expanding magnetic field deform at a faster rate than it would result under homogeneous conditions. While268

for weak magnetic field expansions, up to radial and beyond, the switchbacks unfold into Alfvén waves presenting269
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minimal magnetic field deflections, for super-radial expansions observed in coronal holes they retain strong deflections,270

albeit still showing significant deformations compared to their initial state. In this sense, the degree of magnetic field271

expansion could act as a filtering criteria for the survivability of switchbacks originating in the lower solar corona out272

to higher radial distances. In the previous section we noted that in models of the solar corona and solar wind (e.g.,273

Chandran & Hollweg 2009) the maximal Alfvén speed is attained around 1.5−2 R�, after which the relative magnetic274

perturbation amplitude is increasing with radial distance, even for radial expansions. In this sense, even the very weak275

magnetic field deflections to which switchbacks unfold in the radially expanding magnetic field setup will tend to evolve276

into high-amplitude Alfvén waves presenting strong deflections. However, the formation of switchbacks in this way277

would constitute an in-situ mechanism (Squire et al. 2020; Shoda et al. 2021), and would not require the generation278

of switchbacks in the lower solar atmosphere, but only of small amplitude Alfvén waves. Therefore, for switchbacks279

to be considered originating in the lower solar atmosphere it is implied that these structures formed in the corona280

propagate out into the solar wind largely unaltered, or that they display some properties which cannot be explained by281

in-situ generation mechanisms, but by e.g., interchange reconnection. Based on the presented simulations, it is unlikely282

that switchbacks originating in the lower solar corona propagate out into the solar wind largely unaltered. Thus, if283

switchbacks are indeed propagating Alfvénic wave-packages, their remnants which escape into the solar wind would284

probably be indistinguishable from in-situ steepened Alfvén waves, unless their generation mechanism, e.g. through285

reconnection, imprints the switchbacks with distinct properties not seen in Alfvén waves.286

The present study has a number of caveats, however. Since to the best of our knowledge there are no known287

analytical and localized 3D solutions of switchbacks of constant magnetic field magnitude, we had to limit our study288

to a 2.5D simulation. Numerical solutions in 3D do exist, however, these are for periodic domains (Valentini et al.289

2019). It is unclear to what degree the evolution of a three-dimensional switchback would differ from the one presented290

here. Perhaps one advantage of a 3D study would be a differentiation of switchbacks depending on the nature of the291

plasmoids they contain. In the present study, these could represent the cross-sections of flux ropes connecting to the292

lower atmosphere, torus-like closed flux ropes, or globular plasmoids. The evolution of the switchback, including the293

reconnection rate it undergoes is probably different for these different cases. Moreover, the reconnection rate might be294

slowed down by effects not considered in the present study, such as velocity shears (Chen et al. 1997), or diamagnetic295

stabilization (Swisdak et al. 2010; Phan et al. 2010, 2013). If the reconnection rate is indeed slower than it appears296

here, the plasmoids could propagate out to longer distances before completely draining out. However, this scenario297

raises another question: In cases when the switchbacks unfolds, such as for radial expansion, the plasmoids appear298

to detach from the Alfvén wave envelope that was advecting them, and start following ballistic trajectories. This299

is not observed in our simulations, as plasmoids drain before they detach, however, it is shown to be the case for300

chromospheric propagation, in the Appendix. Another shortcoming of the present study is the artificial embedding of301

the switchback solution on a background magnetic field. A self-consistent generation of switchbacks from interchange302

reconnection in the corona within a 3D numerical study, including following the evolution of the resulting switchbacks,303

is a possible future improvement to the current study. Although we did not consider non-ideal energy sources (thermal304

conduction, radiative losses, etc.), the low plasma-beta corona is mostly governed by magnetic forces. Nevertheless,305

non-ideal terms could impact the evolution of the uplifted plasma inside the plasmoids, and their reconnection rate.306

APPENDIX307

In order to keep the main body of this paper more transparent, simulations with different switchback parameters308

and conditions are presented in this Appendix. These additional simulations are carried out in a non-expanding309

uniform magnetic field. The results strengthen our conclusions on the property of switchbacks propagating through a310

gravitationally stratified corona, namely the significant deformations these undergo, and still display the other effects311

described in Section 3.312

A. SWITCHBACK PROPAGATION WITHOUT GRAVITY313

In this simulation, the setup differs from the ones presented in Section 2 in setting a constant density (ρ = 4.68 ·314

10−12 kg m−3) and pressure (for T = 1 MK) throughout the domain, and turning gravity off. In this sense, our setup315

is similar to the one in Tenerani et al. (2020), except for the non-periodic domain. While the initial shape of the316

switchback is the same as in Fig. 2, see in Fig. 8 as it appears at the end of the simulation. Our results qualitatively317318

agree with the findings of Tenerani et al. (2020), in that the switchback appears to be relatively stable as it propagates,319
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Figure 8. Snapshot depicting the magnetic field configuration of the switchback, as it appears near the top boundary. Field
lines of the in-plane (x − z-plane) magnetic field are shown, with the gray-scale bar representing the in-plane magnetic field
magnitude. The color plot shows the out-of-plane component of the magnetic field. Magnetic field is in units of Gauss.

and minimal deviations occur over the full length of the simulation domain. These deviations, and ultimately their320

unfolding are the result of the parametric decay instability, as mentioned previously.321

B. SWITCHBACK WITH SYMMETRICALLY-POSITIONED PLASMOIDS322

In Section 2 it is argued that the switchback wave package undergoes vertical stretching as it propagates, given there323

is an Alfvén speed gradient in the vertical direction. Our choice for the asymmetrical shape of the switchback was324

motivated by a better comparison to the existing simulations. However, the question remains whether a switchback325

with symmetrically-positioned plasmoids could remain stable for a longer duration. In this sense, we set now y1 = 0326

and y2 = 0 in Eqs. 3, in the otherwise unchanged model described in Section 2, while still without magnetic field327

expansion. The evolution of the symmetrical switchback as it propagates is presented in Fig. 9. The symmetrically328

Figure 9. A sequence of snapshots following the evolution of the switchback as it propagates, from left to right. The color
plots show density, in units of 2.34 · 10−12 kg m−3. Over-plotted are magnetic field lines (zoom in for a clearer visualization).
The leftmost plot depicts the initial condition, and following plots are at equal steps of ≈ 86 s.

329

330

positioned plasmoids are an unstable configuration, as it appears, and eventually flip over one another as the switchback331

propagates, after which the dynamics are similar to the one presented in Fig. 3: the plasmoids gradually drain out332

through reconnection and the switchback unfolds.333
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C. SWITCHBACK WITHOUT PLASMOIDS334

In the Introduction we have described that plasmoids appear to be integral parts of the switchback phenomenon with335

deflections strong enough to cause polarity reversals, both in the present analytical solution and in numerical results.336

However, switchback solutions being without plasmoids present might still exist. Therefore, it is essential to establish337

whether the effects discussed in Section 3 still apply to switchbacks which do not present embedded plasmoids, such as338

the observed mass transport. Switchback solutions without embedded plasmoids can readily be obtained from Eq. 3,339

by reducing the amplitude of the perturbation, setting A = 5 G ·Mm. Otherwise the setup is similar to the one340

described in Section 2. The results of the simulation are presented in Fig. 10. In the evolution of the plasmoid-less341

Figure 10. Same as in Fig. 9, but for the switchback without plasmoids.
342

343

switchback, one can identify the main effects and mechanisms as are described in Section 3. Mass transport is still344

present, although to a lesser extent. Since there are no closed field lines, mass flows are allowed and therefore the345

drainage of the uplifted mass is more efficient. On the other hand, the stretching of the switchback and the reduction346

in the amplitude of the magnetic field perturbation, in accordance with the conservation of wave energy flux, are347

qualitatively the same. Note that for super-radial expansions, for which the relative perturbation amplitude of the348

switchback grows with radial distance, the reverse would be observed, leading to stronger deflections.349

D. SWITCHBACK EMBEDDED IN THE CHROMOSPHERE350

In Paper I, we have investigated whether transverse or up-flows, in and around e.g. at footpoints of photospheric351

magnetic bright points can lead to switchbacks, and whether these are able to propagate out freely into the corona.352

While the answer to the latter question is negative, it is still of interest in this context to investigate the evolution353

of a switchback embedded in the chromosphere. Therefore we modified the setup described in Section 2 in order354

to include a more realistic lower solar atmosphere, using the VAL-C temperature profile (Vernazza et al. 1981). The355

shape of the embedded switchback is similar to the one described in Section 2, however, its vertical extent is reduced to356

≈ 200 km, embedded at a height of 1 Mm above the photosphere. In the current model, at this height, the plasma-beta357

is already below unity. Otherwise the setup is similar, with no expansion of the magnetic field. The evolution of the358

switchback is depicted in Fig. 11. Initially, the dynamics are comparable to the one presented in Fig. 3, such that359360

the switchback is undergoing stretching and unfolding, the switchback is lifting up mass, and mass is draining from361

the embedded plasmoids through reconnection. However, these processes take place much faster, that is, over a much362

shorter distance than in the corona. This is due to the much shorter scale height of around ≈ 300 km at the initial363

position of the switchback. At later times, as the leading edge of the switchback reaches transition region heights (at364

around 2.3 km), it perturbs the layer, resulting in dips and spikes. Eventually the magnetic field straightens out, with365

the remaining plasmoids draining. However, highly folded magnetic field lines do not enter the corona, in agreement366

with our conclusions in Paper I. Note that in Paper I magnetic field expansion was self-consistently accounted for,367

unlike in the present case. An important difference here compared to the coronal propagation is that the gravitational368

potential energy density is much higher, and it equals the wave energy density over an uplift of ≈ 400 km. Therefore the369

gravitational damping of the switchback is significant, and it has a strong impact on the unfolding of the switchback.370

It appears that once the switchback unfolds, resulting in a largely straight magnetic field, the plasmoids detach from371
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Figure 11. A sequence of snapshots presenting the evolution of the switchback, from left to right. The color plot show density,
in units of 2.34 · 10−12 kg m−3, in logarithmic scale. Overplotted are magnetic field lines (zoom in for a clearer visualization).
The time stamp of each snapshot is shown above.

the wave package and decelerate, as the wave continues propagating upwards. We have repeated the chromospheric372

simulation with a plasmoid-less switchback as well, with relatively similar results as for the coronal counterpart.373
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